The Multi-Chit Panel allows quick and easy key storage and tracking.

The Panel uses a unique key/lock configuration that reveals who has a missing key with the use of identifying key tags.

Two locks work together creating a unique and innovative product.

Users first insert a key fitting into the top lock. After it is secured, the bottom key is released. The user’s key remains locked until the bottom key is returned. Once the bottom key is locked, the user’s key may be returned.

Name tags are attached to the key fitting in the top lock and the bottom lock holds the keys to something belonging to the facility, such as a automobile or a closet.

Each tag is tamper-evident. Once sealed, the only way a user can remove a key is to cut the wire.

Serialized tags prevent undetected key ring changes, and hold multiple keys.

Tamper-Evident Key Tags are included with Multi-Chit Panel.

Specifications:
16-guage Powder Coated Steel
20 Key Sets - 6”x3.75”x3.57” 12lbs
50 Key Sets - 5”x4”x5” 30lbs
3/4” High Security Locks

Tamper-Evident Tags:
Size - 1.5x8x.2 4.1g
1 tag holds 10 keys